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ABOUT US 

An interior built up in several layers, which stimulates the senses, is our starting point. 
This layering is reflected in our collection: a an outspoken work of art, supplemented 
with accessories that bring personality and dynamism to an interior. Due to the 
composition of colour, material and shape with the addition in patterns, from flowers 
to graphics, make every space an experience.

We work according to the slow design philosophy as much as possible, to contribute 
to a sustainable future. This means, among other things, striving to use sustainable 
materials as much as possible, production close to home, good working conditions 
and the pursuit of a zero waste culture. This is an ongoing process in which we 
continuously improve ourselves.

We find inspiration in everything around us, our travels and encounters.The definition 
of art is limitless. A sofa is a sculpture. A pillow is a canvas. A lamp is an expression 
of abstract geometry. Thoughtful color combinations and materiality that take us from 
the ordinary to the extraordinary create a tantalizing beauty that resonates with all the 
senses. Our designs are always the result of collaboration. With the customer, with our 
team, with designers and with reliablepartners.
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ORIGINALS

Her - Original 
100% organic cotton - Charlotte Greeven

Spirit of Freedom - Original 
100% organic cotton - Job van de Kraats

At the Hairdresser - Original 
100% organic cotton - Anita Spooren

WALL TAPESTRIES

Depot - Original 
100% organic cotton - Urban Cotton

Leaves - Original 
100% organic cotton - Urban Cotton

Concrete Stairs - Original 
100% organic cotton - Urban Cotton

The Look - Original
100% organic cotton - Urban Cotton
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Spinning Doors  - Original 
100% organic cotton - Anita Spooren

Doodles - Original 
100% organic cotton - Mientje Petrus

Lyceum  - Original 
100% organic cotton - Anita Spooren

Black Denim - Original 
100% organic cotton - Urban Cotton Studio
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Vogel - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Derk Wessels

The Garden - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Charlotte Greeven

Japanese Beauty - Original
100% organic cotton
Shon Price

Honey - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Lilian van Veen

North - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton

Lion - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Kristel Steenberen

Hanging Baskets - Original 
100% organic cotton
Anita Spooren

Grunge - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton
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Element - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton

Minimalist - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton

Forest Flowers - Original
100% organic cotton
Anick de Rouw

Urban Jungle - Original 
100% organic cotton
Urban Cotton

Cala - Original
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton 

Drops - Original
100% organic cotton
Urban Cotton

Originals: 
WALL TAPESTRIES made of

100% organic cotton are available in

Small (80x110cm)

Medium (110x145cm)

Large (145x190cm)
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Blue Denim - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton

East - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton

Laws of Motion - Original
100% organic cotton
Anouk von G

Poems by Nature - Original 
100% organic cotton
Debbie Trouerbach

Savanna - Original 
100% organic cotton
Urban Cotton

Silhouette - Original 
100% organic cotton
Urban Cotton

Flora - Original 
100% organic cotton
Urban Cotton

Birds - Original 
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton
190x90 cm / 145x70cm

Peacock - Orginal
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton
190x90 cm / 145x70cm
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COLLABORATIONS

Back in the days 2 - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton 
Don Drawings

Eagle Ray - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton 
Anick de Rouw

Cannes - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton
 Jérôme Wassenaar

Lavoro N1 - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton 
Mr. Hyde

Splash - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton 
Mikala Grandrup

A Women’s Face - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton
Anick de Rouw

Free Flight - Collaboration
100% organic cotton
Nanette Smeets
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Face - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton 
Irene van Ophoven

Timber - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton 
Irene van Ophoven

Roar - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton 
Anouk von G

Nuance - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton
Irene van Ophoven

Wings - Collaboration
100% organic cotton 
Mikala Gandrup

Storm - Collaboration 
100% organic cotton 
Olaf van Egeraat

Collaboration:

Wall tapestries made of
100% organic cotton are available in

Small (80x110cm)

Medium (110x145cm)

Large (145x190cm)
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LIMITED EDITIONS

Abundance - Limited Edition
Cotton Velvet 
Simone Boon

Limited Editions:
Wall tapestries are made of

double sided, high quality, Cotton Velvet
200 editions per design

Large (130x177cm)
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Mudcloth

Nkakra Nkakra - Fusion - Handmade cotton, 
dyed with fermented mud - Anouk von G

FUSION

Owkan - Fusion - Handmade cotton, 
dyed with fermented mud - Anouk von G

Asase - Fusion - Handmade cotton, 
dyed with fermented mud - Anouk von G

Atweri - Fusion - Handmade cotton, 
dyed with fermented mud - Anouk von G

 (H)182 x (W)136,5 cm 
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Piñatex®

Black Jamaica - Fusion
100% Pineapple Fibre
Urban Cotton Studio

100% Organic Cotton

East - Fusion 
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton Studio

North - Fusion
100% organic cotton 
Urban Cotton Studio

Black Denim - Fusion 
100% organic cotton
Urban Cotton Studio

Tropical Gold - Fusion 
100% Pineapple Fibre 
Urban Cotton Studio

Sugarloaf - Fusion
100% Pineapple Fibre
Urban Cotton Studio

Queen - Fusion 
100% Pineapple Fibre 
Urban Cotton Studio

Blue Denim - Fusion 
100% organic cotton
Urban Cotton Studio

Fusion: 
wall tapestries made from:

 

Mudcloth:
(182x136,5 cm)

Piñatex®
(130x60 cm)

Jute:
(150x100 cm)

Cotton Velvet:
(130x60 cm)

Linen:
(130x60 cm)

100% organic cotton:
(130x60 cm)

100% Pineapple Fibre:
(190x86cm)
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Jute

Dirty Count - Fusion - Jute - Shon Price

Collars Golden Age 
Fusion - Cotton Velvet
Lilian van Veen

Amsterdam Andreas 
Fusion - Cotton Velvet 
Lilian van Veen

Cotton Velvet

TTO - Fusion - Jute - Shon Price Urban Tally - Fusion - Jute - Shon Price
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Linen

Harmony - Fusion
Linen - Lurin Basha

Flow - Fusion - Linen 
Urban Cotton Studio

Deep in the Soul - Fusion
Linen - Lurin Basha

Ebb - Fusion - Linen 
Urban Cotton Studio

Piña

Piña - Fusion
100% Pineapple Fibre
Urban Cotton Studio
whitout fringe
190x86cm

Piña - Fusion
100% Pineapple Fibre
Urban Cotton Studio
With fringe
190x86cm
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Redesign

Bo - Fusion
Organic cotton & residual fabric
Urban Cotton studio
100x80cm

Pien - Fusion
Organic cotton & residual fabric
Urban Cotton studio
100x80cm

Babette - Fusion
Organic cotton & residual fabric
Urban Cotton studio
50x40cm

Daisy - Fusion
Organic cotton & residual fabric
Urban Cotton studio
50x40cm

Paola - Fusion
Organic cotton & residual fabric
Urban Cotton studio
50x40cm

Doris - Fusion
Organic cotton & residual fabric
Urban Cotton studio
100x80cm
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Outdoor wall tapestries

 
Turn the garden into an extension of your home, so that inside and outside flow into each other beautifully. With the 
outdoor wall tapestries you bring the atmosphere from the living room to the garden. Accessories in the garden are 
often forgotten, but it is precisely these that make it really cozy outside! Think of styling a terrace, veranda, patio or 
a boring wall or facade. Whether you have a Bohemian or Scandinavian style, we have outdoor wall tapestries for 
every style in our collection. You can also hang the wall tapestries outside thanks to the high-quality material and the 
special finish, which is resistant to weather influences and UV radiation.

Outdoor: 
wall tapestries are made of

100% recyclable polyester available in:

Small (80x110 cm) 

Medium (110x145cm) 

Large (145x190cm) 

tapestries from the Original and 
Collaboration collection are available for 

outdoor.
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WALL TAPESTRY IN FRAME
beside the tapestries being available on a rode, they are also available 
in a matt black frame. This frame is available for the 3 standard sizes. 
This gives a luxurious look to the wall tapestries that are stretched tightly. 
The wall tapestries for a frame is provided with a silicone strip all around, 
which can easily be pressed into the frame.

Improving the acoustics
In addition, this product is also extremely suitable for improving the 
acoustics in the house. By placing a material such as felt in the back of 
the frame, this significantly dampens reverberating sound.
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WALL MOUNTING SYSTEM

Tapestry on rod
The Urban Cotton suspension system consists of a high-quality steel rod, provided with a black 
powder coat. This rod (ROD) can be combined with the wall mounting ‘Hooked’ or ‘Curve’. The 
wall mounting is available separately (not supplied as standard with the wall hanging).

Wall hanging in frame
All wall tapestry designs and sizes can be framed. This is produced on request and has a 
production time of +/- 2 weeks. The frames are easy to attach to the wall, no additional moun-
ting materials are required.

The ROD is available in 4 sizes to match the sizes of the wall hangings. The sizes are as follows:

 

65  cm 
135 cm

175 cm

4 different dimensions, matching the dimensions of the Wall Tapestry.

XS

S

220 cm

Size  Total lenght       Matching Tapestries with sizes

Fusion collection
Small vertical

Small horizontal

Medium Vertical

= (H) 130 x (W) 60 cm
= (H) 110 x (W) 80 cm 

= (H)  80  x (W) 110 cm

= (H) 145 x (W) 110 cm

2 pieces
Matt black coated steel
2 x 4 x 2cm

Hooked

2 pieces
Matt black, coated 

3,5 x 2,2 x 5cm
Curve

L

Medium horizontal
Large vertical

Large horizontal     

M = (H) 110 x (W) 145 cm
= (H) 190 x (W) 145 cm

= (H) 145 x (W) 190 cm

FRAMES

108 x 78cm
143 x 108cm
188 x 143cm

The wall systems are made of
matt black coated steel 

Available for Originals 
and Collaborations

RODE

WALL MOUNTING MATERIALS
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MATERIALS

Cotton fibers come from the seeds of the cotton plant. The production of
organic cotton uses techniques and materials that have a low have an impact on 
the environment.

Organic Cotton

Organic Linen
Linen is a natural fabric made from the fibers of the flax plant. In the production of 
linen, techniques and materials are used with a low impact on the environment.

Natural Hessian burlap made from 100% jute
Jute is a long, soft and natural fiber that can produce coarse and strong threads
be spun. Growing and processing jute requires very little water, fertilizer or 
pesticides and is therefore a very good and sustainable alternative.Cotton velvet 
is a luxurious, soft and delicate fabric. The technology behind this fabric is very 
old. Weaving velvet is an Asian technique that revolves around 1400 flourished in 
Europe.

Cotton velvet is a luxurious, soft and delicate fabric. The technology behind this
fabric is very old. Velvet weaving is an Asian technique that flourished in Europe 
around 1400.

Cotton Velvet

Piñatex® is made from fibers from the leaves of the pineapple plant. This
leaves are discarded from the pineapple harvest, so the raw material requires
no additional ecological resources to produce. It’s the leaves by-product of 
existing agriculture and its use provides an additional income stream for farming 
communities.

Piñatex® - 100% vegan

Our team always strives for the best match between design, material and tech-
nology. We are committed to exploring the full potential of organic design. Below 
you will find a brief overview of the materials we use currently working.
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100% Pineapple Textile
Each product is unique and the fine weaving technique ensures a particularly be-
autiful quality. Both the pineapple leaves and the woven textiles are produced by 
the same Balinese family

Mudcloth is a handmade Malian cotton fabric that is traditionally dyed with fer-
mented mud. The natural dye consists of aboveground remains, trees and river 
mud. Each piece is hand painted and therefore unique and has minor 
imperfections.

This wall hanging is 100% recyclable and UV and water resistant.

ProPES Outdoor is a recyclable and lightweight polyester fabric. This makes it 
one of our most durable, PVC-free fabrics in our range.

This fabric has the highest possible color intensity. This makes your prints stand 
out even more compared to other canvases. In addition, it absorbs light, which 
gives ProPES Outdoor a matte appearance.

Mud Cloth

ProPES Outdoor
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STYLING SETS
To be able to respond to the rapidly changing interior trends, we put together 
complete styling sets. Beautiful product combinations based on color or interior 
style and the latest trends. Of course we also like to take on a challenge to put 
together sets based on your wishes.

An interior built up in several layers, which stimulates the senses, is our starting 
point.
This layering is reflected in our collection: a distinct work of art, supplemented 
with accessories that give personality and dynamism to an interior. The compo-
sition of color, material and shape with the addition of patterns from flowers to 
graphics, make every space an experience.

Get inspired!
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PROJECTS
GET STARTED WITH YOUR PROJECT

Our collection is available to everyone, no matter how large or small the interior 
project is. Perhaps you are an architect, designer or something similar, and you 
are looking for a project-based solution for a hotel, restaurant, or a renovation 
project? Then we are happy to help you!

Our starting point is an interior built up in several layers that stimulates the 
senses. This layering is reflected in our collection: a distinct work of art, supple-
mented with accessories that give personality and dynamism to an interior. The 
composition of color, material and shape with the addition of patterns from flo-
wers to graphics, make every space an experience.

In addition to being able to help you select a suitable selection from our 
collection, customization is also our strength. Because all our products are made 
locally in the Netherlands, we are able to create tailor-made solutions that 
incorporate all your wishes. From design to production, we take care of every-
thing. We are happy to advise you in the choice of material and design, but also 
the techniques used. Art creates experience.
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THE STORY BEHIND THE BRAND
ABOUT US
we are a Dutch design studio and producer of interior accessories. Urban Cotton 
is a design studio that originated in the creative and raw hotspot in the Noth of 
Amsterdam. Co-founders Jan-Willem and Hester started the studio in 2016, in an 
old wearhous along the water. During the design of a modern apartment in Am-
sterdam, with lots of glass and high white walls predominated, they were looking 
for a work of art that added balance and softness. They decided to develop a 
tapestry themselves, biologically and in which the creative sector could also
benefit. A passionate and inspired team quickly formed, with all disciplines in the 
field of design and interior in house, which still forms the basis behind 
Urban Cotton to this day.

DURABILITY
The Urban Cotton team is extremely ambitious, at least as innovative and 
focused on sustainability. We work according to the slow as much as p
ossible,design philosophy to contribute to a sustainable future. That means among 
other things, striving for as much use as possible of sustainable materials, 
production close to home, good working conditions and the pursuing a zero 
waste culture. This is a continuous process, in which we keep improving 
ourselves.

ARTISTS
Urban Cotton is a platform for creative talent, a hotspot for creativity .Contributing 
to creative talent is an important mission for us. We go long-term partnerships with 
our designers. That’s why we offer artists a helping hand in marketing and sales, a 
creative network, a stage and a fixed percentage of the works sold. In this way we 
are able to make unique works of art accessible and affordable for a very diverse 
audience. The fact that Urban Cotton also gives something back to the designer 
has resulted in a huge collection of unique designs in almost every style you can 
think of. Every artist and every work of art has its own story. We embrace those 
stories and translate them into a beautiful design. The power of good design lies in 
the authenticity of the maker. They put their souls in the designs, which we help to 
convey in beautiful interiors.
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URBAN COTTON AS A PARTNER
AVAILABLE STOCK
The wall tapestries are produced to order, you can count on a delivery time of
3-5 working days if in stock, otherwise 2 weeks. Wall tapestries in frame: 2 
weeks

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING
Urban Cotton offers safe, professional and dedicated transportation for 
worldwide shipping. Cooperation with both national and international transpor
companies, allows us to guarantee fast and safe transport of the goods.

ADDITIONAL VALUE
Urban Cotton as an interior partner helps and guides you with customer service, 
online dealer webshop styling support, marketing support, sales tools and much 
more.

SHOWROOMS & SHOPPING CONCEPTS
Our showroom is located in the Netherlands, but as a fast-growing brand we 
offer our collection worldwide. Together with our local sales representatives, we 
also have a showroom near our customers! This, combined with our store 
concepts in medium to high-end stores around the world, results in high brand 
visibility and excellent service.

TRADE FAIR
Urban Cotton is a young and growing interior brand, but already present at 
leading trade fairs. Every year we present at trade fairs such as VAKbeurs in 
Nieuwegein (Netherlands), Brussels Interior Faire and more. We have a 
permanent showroom in De Woonindustrie (Nieuwegein, the Netherlands) and 
you are always welcome in our studio in Amsterdam. But as a young and flexible 
brand, we are also always finding new ways to present our collection!

HOW TO ORDER
You can place your order via e-mail or telephone with our
sales representative Ilke Peters
Phone: +32 (0)475 911 475
Email: ilke@studio-oskar.be
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INSTORE
DISPLAYS
WALL TAPESTRY DISPLAY
The display consists of the following elements:
• Logo (wall sticker)
• The story behind Urban Cotton (wall sticker)
• A marketing display with product cards wich the 
costumor can take with them to make a choice and 
for inspriration
• A dressor for product presentation
• A tapestry on the wall

Investment amount €2000,- (in products)

ART PRINT DISPLAY
The Art Prints can be composed by yourself or se-
lected by the Urban Cotton team based on your wis-
hes.

• The display consists of 6 wall shelves of 115cm
• An information board about the Art Prints
• Proposed composition:
4 Art Prints in 50x70cm
5 Art Prints in 40x50cm
8 Art Prints in 30x40cm
• Including frames 

Investment amount € 650 (in products, based on 
unlimited edition )

STYLING SET DISPLAY
The display consists of the following elements:
• Logo (wall sticker)
• The story behind Urban Cotton (wall sticker)
• An information board about the set.
• A marketing display with product cards wich the 
costumor can take with them to make a choice and 
for inspriration
• A dressor for product presentation
• Proposed composition:
A tapestry on the wall + stock
Two Art Prints on the wall
3 lampshades, of which 1 on a foot
8 decorative pillows + stock
3 plaids 

Investment amount €1000 (in products

CUSHIONS & PLAIDS DISPLAY
The display consists of the following elements:
• White shelving unit with branding and product 
information
• Fabric sample
• Proposed composition:
4 plaids 
41 cushions 45x45cm
3 cushions 60x60cm

Investment amount €1250 (in products)

LAMPSHADES DISPLAY
The display consists of the following elements:
• White shelving unit with branding and product in-
formation
• Fabric sample
• Proposed composition:
Mix of 25 lampshades in the following sizes:
standing lamps
- Ø12xH25 cm
- Ø30xH21 cm
- Ø35xH25 cm

hanging lamps
- Ø12xH25 cm
- Ø35xH23 cm
- Ø45xH30 cm

Investment amount €2000,- (in products)
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RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
WALL TAPESTRYCOLLECTION PRICE LIST
WALL TAPESTRIES

O R I G I N A L S C O L L A B O R AT I O N S
100% organic cotton 100% organic cotton

110 x 80cm 139,95
145 x 110cm 149,95
190 x 145cm 169,95

110 x 80cm 199,95
145 x 110cm 219,95
190 x 145cm 249,95

URBANCOTTON.NL

The Look
Grunge
Depot
Drops
Cala
Doodles
Urban Jungle
Concrete Stairs
Spirit of Freedom
Japanese Beauty
Poems by Nature
Laws of Motion
Forest Flowers
Black Denim
Lyceum
Element
Silhouette
Savanna

Spinning Doors
Hanging Baskets
The Garden
Honey
Vogel
Schaapjes
My Cat Beats Yours
At the Hairdresser
Her
Duality
Lion
Blue Denim
North
East
Leaves
Minimalist
Flora
Feast  

Free Flight
Storm
Roar
Lavoro N1
Cannes
Timber
Serendipity

Nuance
Splash
Wings
Eagle Ray
Back in the Days 2
Face
A Woman’s Face

The original and collaboration wall tapestries are now also available for outdoor!
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RETAIL PRICE LIST
WALL SYSTEMS

URBANCOTTON.NL

WALL SYSTEMS MATERIAL

The wall systems are made of 
matt black coated steel 

65     cm 
135   cm

175   cm

RODS
4 different dimensions, matching the dimensions of the Wall Tapestry.

XS

S

220   cm

Size   Total lenght     Matching Tapestries with sizes              Price

15,-
19,-

Fusion collection
Small vertical

Small horizontal

Medium Vertical 

= (H) 130 x (W) 60 cm
= (H) 110 x (W) 80 cm 

= (H)  80  x (W) 110 cm

= (H) 145 x (W) 110 cm

 9,95 - 2 pieces
Matt black coated steel
2 x 4 x 2cm

Hooked

 19,95 - 2 pieces
Matt black, coated 
steel3,5 x 2,2 x 5cm

Curve

L

22,50

29,95

Medium horizontal
Large vertical

Large horizontal     

M = (H) 110 x (W) 145 cm
= (H) 190 x (W) 145 cm

= (H) 145 x (W) 190  cm

For orders with a hanging system 
the shipping costs are €10,-  
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Natural Hessian Burlap 
made of 100% jute

COLLECTION PRICE LIST
FUSION

URBANCOTTON.NL

130 x 60cm
139,95

Black Denim
Blue Denim
East
North

Deep in the Soul
Harmony
Ebb
Flow

Urban Tally
Dirty Count
TTO

Amsterdam Andreas
Collars Golden Age

100% organic cotton
130 x 60cm

149,95

100% organic linen

150 x 100cm
199,95

Cotton velvet
130 x 60cm

269,95

Piñatex made of
100% pineapple fibre

Tropical Gold
Black Jamaica

130 x 60cm
439,95

Sugarloaf
Queen

Mudcloth
182 x 136,5 cm

249,95
Asase
Okwan Pa
Antweri
Nkakra Nkakra

100% organic cotton
190 x 90 cm / 145 x 70 cm

169,95 (L) €149,95 (M)
Birds
Peacock
*also available for OUTDOOR

(L)
Pien
Doris
Bo

(S)
Paola
Daisy
Babette

Redesign
(L)100 x 80 / (S)50 x 40cm

649,95 (L)    379,95 (S)
Piña met franje
Piña zonder franje

Piña
190 x 68 cm

 499,95

Natural Hessian Burlap 
made of 100% jute

COLLECTION PRICE LIST
FUSION

URBANCOTTON.NL
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249,95
Asase
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Nkakra Nkakra

100% organic cotton
190 x 90 cm / 145 x 70 cm

169,95 (L) €149,95 (M)
Birds
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(L)
Pien
Doris
Bo
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Paola
Daisy
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CONTACT

  www.urbancotton.nl
  urbancottonamsterdam
  +31 6 15 19 05 86
  Papaverhoek 25, 
  1032 JZ Amsterdam

Urban Cotton Studio

Sales contact:
Studio Oskar- Ilke Peters
 ilke@studio-oskar.be
+32 (0)475 911 475


